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President’s Report

Generations of Rostrum Trailblazers

Well the year has certainly become busier! Fmn Gabi Proc
and Margaret Davidson are planning our Anniversary Lunch.
Robert Pearce and helpers are working tirelessly to relaunch
Club 33 at Port Adelaide. Vincent Mraz, Helen Bowen and
Fmn Gabi Proc have developed a plan to demonstrate to
businesses/councils etc how Rostrum can assist in running
good meetings and improving governance. They have already done a pilot workshop for Norwood, Payneham and
St Peter’s Council and a full scale workshop will take place
in a few months time. I congratulate all those who are
assisting with these great initiatives.
Today I want to focus on Voice of Youth (VOY). VOY heats
were successfully held in Mt Gambier and Adelaide with
Semi Finals and Final still to come. I enjoyed helping the
Club 9 team which drove down to Mt Gambier and jointly
convened the SE Heats with the Mt Gambier and District
Community Bank Branch of Bendigo Bank and local teaching
staff.
Over 60 Rostrum members made their way to Immanuel
College on the 11th May to conduct the Adelaide heats. I
got a real buzz out of being there and I hope you did too. I
sensed a great spirit of camaraderie and teamwork as members of various clubs ran the heats so efficiently. Whether
you were a Chairperson, Timekeeper, Short Notice Speech
Marshal or Adjudicator, you were all part of a team that did
Rostrum proud. The reward is in hearing some great young
speakers and knowing that we have contributed in developing their public speaking skills. There is still work to do with
the Semi Finals on 25 May at Immanuel College and Zone
Final to be held in Parliament House on 22 June. The 2019
National Final will be held in Hobart in July this year, followed by Canberra in 2020 and Adelaide in 2021. If you
missed the action this year, make sure you get involved next
year – I guarantee you won’t regret it.
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From left: Jemma Martin, Barbara Colbert and Gabriela Proc at
Club 22’s 40th anniversary celebration. Story page 7.
This event is not about growing Rostrum numbers, but about
providing a community service to the younger generation who
have something to say. This competition helps to develop their
communication skills and hopefully it will also raise Rostrum’s
profile.
I thank the SA/NT coordinating team of Einer Herringe, Heather
Layton, Brenda McKenzie and Alan Strickland for their hard work
to date. A special thank you to those who undertook adjudicator
training this year (and those who ran it) which has increased our
pool of adjudicators and enabled us to once again have three
adjudicators for every metropolitan heat which is what we want
to continue to do.
I hope your clubs are going well and I encourage you all to get
involved in the exciting Zone events coming up. I hope to be
able to visit most clubs before the end of the year. Currently I
am acting as temporary coach at Club 3 (they still call me
“critic”) which is a lot of fun! I look forward to seeing many of
you at the VOY Final and the Anniversary Lunch.
Fmn Rod Ellis
SA/NT Zone President
santpresident@rostrum.com.au

Rostrum Polo Shirt
2019 SOY Competition
Voice of Youth Report
40th Anniversary Club 22
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VOY Zone Finals 22 June
VOY Past Winner ...
Jessica Dempsey
SOY Application Form
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Looking for Inspiration?
The human brain is the most complex structure in the known universe, with roughly 86 billion neurons
and as yet an unknown number of support cells (or “glia”). Each neuron has around 7,000 connections
plus other useful bits and pieces. With all that at our disposal, what more do we need to be inspired?
If we want to do something new and different, perhaps we first need to try something new and different. Rather than re-reading something over and over—or staring at our computer screen hoping for a
brilliant idea, perhaps we should get out and try something new. Some people claim that by simple
actions like jogging, driving, meditating or taking a shower, they get their best ideas. What’s there to lose? At the very least we’ll be
fit, calm, clean and/or going some place!
Shirley Dawkins, Editor
sdawkins@internode.on.net

Voice of Youth Adjudication Training
Twenty three Rostrum members representing 13 clubs gave up a Saturday morning to train as adjudicators. Some had
been in Rostrum for a deal of time and
some were quite new with no previous
exposure to VOY. What they had in common was a willingness to learn and undertake this role! Key to each session was a
focus on practical exercises and the opportunity to question experienced presenters, Patrick and Roger.
Participants at the February Workshop

L

ast year the need for more trained
adjudicators to assist with the annual
Voice of Youth (VOY) public speaking competition for school students became apparent when the number of entrants increased by 30% over the previous year.

were fortunate that St Peter’s College
provided us with an excellent training facility on their campus, at no cost, in recognition of the voluntary nature of the VOY
competition.

Consequently a sub-group, under the umbrella of the Coaches’ Council, was
formed to train additional adjudicators.
Chaired by Patrick Bourke, the sub-group
comprised Roger Bills, Einer Herringe and
Heather Layton. Gabi Proc from the
Coaches’ Council also assisted.
Potential adjudicators were invited to
attend one of two training workshops, one
in February and the other in March. We

Feedback indicated that the workshops
were well received by attendees, who
emerged with newly acquired skills and
confidence.
Importantly, Rostrum VOY now has a
renewed pool of trained adjudicators to
call upon.
My thanks to Patrick, Roger and Einer for
their enthusiasm and professionalism in
ensuring the success of this initiative.

Heather Layton
Member Sub-group and Student
Coordinator, SA/NT Voice of Youth
Adjudication Training for Voice of Youth
Trainers Roger Bills and Patrick Bourke

“In life, like tennis, you only win by serving well.” (Sign once outside Knightsbridge Baptist Church, Leabrook)
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Walkerville Rostrum – marketing ideas that will work everywhere
Article by Peter Martindale

strong, but to also show visitors what a
regular meeting looked like.

The Walkerville Rostrum Club was
Chartered last year after we were told a
lunch club would not work.

The Walkerville Rostrum experiment
worked. There are many people out there
My experience suggests that there are
who are seeking a place to learn ‘the gift
many younger people who accept that
of the gab’. I suspect that Toastmasters
they need to improve their communicapicks up many of these Gen X and Y memNew
members
Norm
Coleman
and
John
Fitzpatrick
tion skills and overcome their fear of
bers wanting to upskill. Let’s get in first.
with Peter Martindale
public speaking.
So, ‘relaunch your club’ and essentially do
They see me in my cottage business
because they need to learn to:


Make a speech at a wedding,



Overcome the nerves at conference
presentations,



Develop and become better communicators in English, not their mother
tongue,



Learn to be more persuasive in their
business,



Master their oral presentations for
their higher education, and/or



Win a better job or promotion.

With my encouragement, some have subsequently joined Rostrum. So, I felt that
there must be a critical mass of residents
in places who would ‘give us a try’. Retirees are often looking to make new friends
and become closer to their community.
These examples exactly fit the demographic we have in Walkerville. McDonald’s grew exponentially, primarily because of those corner sites on main roads
and this was an idea embraced by ‘team
Martindale and Bourke’.

Fortunately, I knew two of the local Coun- exactly what we did at Walkerville. Here
cillors and the President of that RSL Club, are the essential pieces of the puzzle to
put together and note how they match
so that helped.
Some years ago, I was the ARC Marketing my road trip.
Director, did a national road trip and
asked:

Were they happy with their venue, program and discipline and if not, should they Consider a better venue if it isn’t comfortable, quiet and inclusive.
make changes and not be in a space, unattractive to visitors?
Produce posters, flyers and keep them
updates for local businesses. One sample
Did they offer a friendly, peaceful venue
of our posters is enclosed.
and social interaction?
Had they moved around their area with
posters, flyers and attempted to gain
media promotions?

Write articles for local papers, newsletters
and ask your local MPs to include information in their Newsletters.

Had they approached the local businesses
to get support, starting with where they
were loyal customers – those who may
feel they cannot say no?!

Apply for a grant to provide funding for
seminars on effective meetings, persuasive speaking or something similar. We
received a Grant from the Walkerville
Council.

To the small elderly clubs, I suggested
they relaunch their club as if it is a new
one, invite outside members to attend
that meeting and bring a speech. The
benefit an existing club has is that there
are members/mentors there to help the
recruits.

Walkerville is outside the CBD and is really That will make the Club look like it is flying. Then, they needed to continue to
just a village, with great parking – they
seem to know their neighbours – perfect! invite outside members until the new
The only venue suitable was the local RSL ones join what seemed like a strong one.
Club. Even before we had any members,
we booked the venue for twice a month.

Walk around the vicinity of your meeting
area and talk to businesses and flyer-drop
homes and apartments.

We at Walkerville did exactly that to give
the impression that the Club was already

Yes, people young and old are searching
out a place to develop persuasive speaking skills. While every Rostrum Club has
its own character, the above philosophies
will work everywhere!
Good luck and please let us know if you
would like specific information—email
petermd@internode.on.net
or
p.mbourke@bigpond.com
Fmn Peter Martindale

“Consider the postage stamp: its usefulness consists in the ability to stick to one thing until it gets there.” (Josh Billings)
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Momentous Minutes

I

n early 2017
Rostrum Club 3 had an article entitled
“Just a Minute….” published in WORD. It
explained why the reading of the minutes
each week is an important feature of the
meeting.
While some clubs consider it boring and
time-consuming to read minutes during a
meeting, Club 3’s solution is to make sure
the minutes are not boring. Members
actually look forward to hearing them
read, never knowing how they will be
presented!
In the past we have had minutes in Shakespearean English, Benny Hill-style German,
pidgin English, pseudo-Biblical, Hansard
format, the call of a horse race, even in
Hiawatha-style verse. Believe it or not,
they all accurately recorded the events of
those meetings.
Though Club 3 strives always to make
minutes interesting, every so often someone presents Momentous Minutes. We
hope you will enjoy this old-fashioned
English Public School lesson report:
Notes of Lesson 3,493 of Form 3, Rostrum
Boys School, in the W.P. Rogers Assembly
Room, taken by Dwyer, B., on Friday
January 18th, 2019...
Today’s Australian History lesson was a
special one, being the first of the new
term, and Mr Stacy, the School Inspector,
was present to assess the behaviour of the
boys and the performance of the Form
Master, Mr Grear.
Mr Grear began the lesson at 1 pm precisely. He then checked the roll, aided by
the Attendance Monitor, Stewart Minor.
Two boys reported absent: Holden had to
greet a Japanese exchange student, and
Phillips was still on holiday. Sadly, the
boys learnt that Grant was no longer well
enough to attend school.

Before the lesson proper, there was a lot
of admin work to attend to. In the guise of
welcoming everyone, Stuart Major gave a
protracted excuse for his absence from the
last lesson of last term, claiming to have
been in hospital with a heart problem
from Wednesday to Saturday. Not to be
outdone, Samuel Maximus explained that,
although he didn’t miss any lessons, his
holiday was marred by falling over and
losing control of his right hand. He said it
wouldn’t be fair to give him any written
assignments until it gets better. The boys
offered him a few helpful suggestions.
The form master then gave up any attempt
to control the class while Stewart Minor
filled all the boys’ inkwells with port, and
they then toasted him and sang Happy
Birthday to Jim.
After this hiatus, Beverley read the notes
he had made about the previous lesson.
He claimed his notes were extremely accurate, but Mr Grear merely agreed that
they were acceptable, and accepted them.
Dwyer asked why Beverley’s notes had not
mentioned Perry’s imposition from last
term: to write to Senator Leyonhjelm. The
senator is retiring soon, but Dwyer didn’t
want the matter to be swept under the
carpet. He asked that it should be referred
to the committee. Prager enthusiastically
agreed. Head Prefect Knight quibbled that
the word ‘new’ was needed before
‘committee’. Following general acclaim by
the boys, the Form Master agreed.
Stewart Minor announced that Form 7 is
happy to organise a joint lesson with Form
3. He said the school governors are having
an ICOM on February 9th, except it’s not
called ICOM anymore. He told us again
that new boy Shankar Kallipalli would like
to join Form 3 this term. Knight told us
that he was already preparing the syllabus.
He was looking forward to next Friday’s

class, when Samuel Maximus would celebrate his 100th birthday, and he could
hand over his own prefect duties to Phillips. Lunch Monitor Beverley reported
that all the boys had paid him the right
money. Beverley said that it was Winnie
The Pooh Day, and Perry explained it was
A.A. Milne’s birthday. Our two weather
monitors reported very little rain had landed.
Finally, we began the Australian History
lesson itself. Three boys had been given
assignments to do over the holidays,
which they now presented to the class.
Knight began by telling us about Governor
William Bligh. He told us about Bligh’s rise
from cabin boy to Capt. James Cook’s navigator, armed with a Harrison clock. (This
was before the days of GPS). After Cook’s
death in Hawaii, Bligh took over as captain
of the Endeavour. Bligh was later made
captain of the Bounty and asked to carry
breadfruit from Tahiti to the West Indies.
After the infamous mutiny, he sailed nearly 7,000 km with a skeleton crew to Timor,
wisely bypassing the cannibals of Tonga
and Fiji. After this 6-minute introduction,
Knight had no time to tell us about Bligh’s
time as governor of NSW.
Prager, whose assignment was Governor
Lachlan Macquarie, used a generous 6
minutes to tell us how, with the help of
the 73rd Regiment, he had quelled the
Rum Rebellion. He was the first to see
NSW as a jewel in the crown rather than a
penal settlement, and the first to call the
continent ‘Australia’ in official dispatches.
Anderson used a generous 4 minutes to
tell us about Colonial life, praising the
Hardiness and resourcefulness of the
settlers who created estates in the bush,
such as the Dundullimal homestead near
Dubbo.
Continued next page...

A sense of humour is part of the art of leadership, of getting along with people, of getting things done. (Dwight D. Eisenhower)
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Note correction:

Have you broken your New Year’s Resolution?
Cut yourself some slack if you have.
There is a huge variation in the
amount of time it takes us to form a
new habit—the average is 66 days,
but it can take almost an entire year.

Albert Apponyi Competition
Members please note that the Albert Apponyi
Competition will be held on

So if at first you don’t succeed, relax
and give it another go. You don’t
have to wait until 2020 to try again!
“New Scientist” p.31
5 January 2019

THURSDAY 21 NOVEMBER
(Rather than 14 November as listed in the directory)

Make a note in your diary:

Margaret Davidson
SA/NT Dais Rostrum Secretary

Rostrum Anniversary Lunch
The Anniversary Luncheon will be held on Sunday 14 July.
It will be a buffet lunch in the Skylight Lounge at

Noticeboard:
HAPPINESS IS THE NEW RICH
INNER PEACE IS THE NEW SUCCESS
HEALTH IS WEALTH
KINDNESS IS AND ALWAYS WILL BE COOL

RYDGES ADELAIDE
Corner West and South Terraces
Further details and cost per person to be advised.
Margaret Davidson
SA/NT Dais Rostrum Secretary

Sign in the ABC’s Collinswood coffee shop

Momentous Minutes
After Mr Grear had assigned our homework for next week, the School Inspector
gave his assessment.
Despite some unruly behaviour by the
boys, the Form Master had been efficient
and effective, although he had had some
help from the Senior Prefect. Stuart
Major and Samuel Maximus had both
earned our sympathy, and it is commendable that they are willing to soldier on.
Beverley’s notes had been well presented
despite many interruptions from the
other boys, especially the Senior Prefect,
who should know better.
Knight’s presentation had begun well, and

Continued from previous page...

he convinced all the boys that Bligh was
not as cruel as the movies have painted
him. Knight had gesticulated meaningfully—without losing control of his notes.
Prager’s take-home message was that
altruism makes for better governance
than graft. Macquarie was truly the
‘Father of Australia’.

Samuel Maximus told the story of an
optometrist with cardboard test equipment and a confused client.
Mr Grear rang the bell to end the lesson
at 2 pm.
Signed as a mostly true and correct set of
notes by Mr Grear (Form Master) on
25/1/19.

Anderson’s presentation had a neat struc- These minutes were recorded at the
ture whose end echoed its beginning. All January 18 meeting this year by Barry
three presentations were packed with
Dwyer.
interesting information.
Mr Stacy said his visit had been enlightening, and the school could remain open.

Jim Stewart
Club 3

We never really grow up. We just learn how to act in public. (Ginger Meggs)
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Rostrum Polo Shirt
At the recent 2019 Overview & Club Management meeting in
February Colleen Milton, Club 11, showed her new Rostrum polo
shirt. We would encourage all Rostrum members to purchase a
polo shirt. (See picture of the front and back). If we can order
enough shirts this will keep the cost down. Costs set out below.

Design details
Pocket sized logo on the
front.

We need to promote Rostrum where ever and whenever we
can.
Please indicate if you would like to purchase a shirt or two by
emailing Barry Dixon barry.dixon@tafesa.edu.au. If we can
keep to one colour scheme, e.g. white with blue writing, then it
will keep the cost down. If we get the numbers we will place an
order—as long we have the money!

A4 size print on the back.

However, if we do not get the numbers then members would
need to purchase the shirts individually. Please let Barry know
by end of June 2019. This is a one-off opportunity.
Colleen models the polo shirt next column.
1 - 2 polo shirts
3 - 10 "
"
10 - 20 "
"
20 - 50 "
"

$40.00 each
$35.00 "
$30.00 "
$26.00 "

Also being considered are long
sleeved jumpers. More about these
later.

Long sleeved jumpers
1 - 2 $45.00 each
3-10 $40.00 "
Fmn Barry Dixon
Club 20

2019 Speaker of the Year Competition
Applications are now open for Speaker of the Year. Each speaker Prize Money
The six finalists will each receive $250 with the winner receiving
will deliver a 10 minute prepared speech on one of the topics
below, and after a short break will deliver a three minute short an additional $750.
notice speech with 15 minutes preparation time.
Application Forms are available from your club secretary. For
your convenience the form is also reproduced on page 9.
The prepared speech titles are:
Completed forms are to be lodged by email to Barry Dixon at
1. A Race Against Time
barry.dixon@tafesa.edu.au
2. The View is Worth the Climb
3. If I Had My Way
Please direct any enquiries to Barry at 08 8289 2465 (H) or TEXT
4. Now is the Hour
0406 718 693 (M).
5. The Gift of the Gab
*Entries close Friday 23rd August 2019.
Qualifying finals:
Saturday 14th September 2019, Knightsbridge Baptist Church,
Test yourself against the best in Rostrum’s
455 Glynburn Rd, Leabrook.

premier public speaking competition!

Final:
Sunday 13th October 2019, Knightsbridge Baptist Church, 455
Glynburn Rd, Leabrook.

Fmn Barry Dixon
Club 20
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Voice of Youth Report May 2019
By the time you read this, our important heats (South East, Darwin and Adelaide) will have passed – and we expect, with great
success. And so, we will have our Semi-Finalists now preparing to compete for a spot in the Zone Finals in Parliament House.
The following dates are still “ahead of us”:
Semi-Final Heats
Zone Final
Film Evening
National Final

Venues
The following venues are still relevant:
Semi-Finals
Immanuel College
Zone Final
Parliament House
National Final
Hobart (details to come)

Saturday May 25th
Saturday June 22nd
To be advised
Saturday July 27th (To be confirmed)

Enrolments
This year, as last year, we had a very “strong” response with a total of 189 students registered to enter, via the On-Line System.
Again by the time you read this, a number will have withdrawn, as always happens but the split of initial enrolments was:
Adelaide
South East
Darwin
Total

85 Junior
33
5
123 Junior

46 Senior
17
3
66 Senior

131 Total
50
8
189 Total

Rostrum Volunteers: Many thanks to our Rostrum Members for so readily making themselves available to run heats, not only in
Adelaide but for the Club 9 team that once again travelled to Mount Gambier to hold the SE Heats – Thank you to all.
Zone Finals
Arrangements are progressing well with our Zone Finals in Parliament House. Three key things are worthy of mention:
NAMES – The staff at Parliament House once again require a list of names of people attending on the night – Rostrum members,
students, teachers and family and friends. Our hosts on the night will be the Hon. Rachel Sanderson MP, representing the Premier
and the Hon. Dr Susan Close MP, representing the Leader of the Opposition.
Last year, we missed out on having a proper Lectern and Microphone – that has been fixed for this year – and will be in place in
front of the Speaker’s Chair.
Einer Herringe, VOY Coordinator

ROSTRUM CLUB 22 CELEBRATES 40TH BIRTHDAY
Lunch at the Hilton Hotel, Hilton, on Saturday 30 March was the 
spot where Club 22 celebrated its 40th birthday. We were
thrilled to share the occasion with 28 guests from other Rostrum

clubs and special friends.

VIP guest was Fmn Barbara Colbert, a foundation member of the
Club. When interviewed by Club President, Jemma Martin, she
said that Fmn Patrick Bourke was the catalyst for her joining. He 
told her of a new club starting which was admitting women
members. As a courtesy she visited, intending to say it wasn’t
for her, however she loved it and is still a Rostrum member today.
Rostrum 22 was the first SA club to:


Elect a woman President – Meredith Miller 1979.
Fran Hamilton from the original Club 20 was elected at the
same time

Have a woman on Dais Executive – Lida Telfer, Secretary
1980.
Have a woman Freeman – Gabriela Proc 1986
Have a woman State President 1992-1993 & National
President 1994-1996—Gabriela Proc, and ...
Voice of Youth & Speaker of the Year winner - Rachel
Thompson 2001

To the men in Rostrum who championed the change to admit
women members at the Australian Rostrum Council meeting in
Adelaide in 1975 we say …

“Great decision”!
Gabriela Proc
Membership Manager Club 22
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SA/NT Rostrum Voice of Youth – Zone Finals 22 June 2019
Venue:

Parliament House, House of Assembly, North Terrace, Adelaide

Access:

Doors will open at 6.00pm

Starts:

The Voice of Youth competition commences at 7.00pm (sharp)

Security:
As in past years, there is security at Parliament House covering persons as they enter the front foyer. Similarly to last year, names
will need to be provided beforehand to enable swift access through the doors and to avoid delays in having attendees to sign in as
they enter. We expect Security Staff will tick names off as everybody arrives and clearly, this includes Rostrum members, students,
parents, teachers etc.
To that end, I am compiling the list with as many names as possible to reduce the “signing in” process to a minimum. Accordingly, I
am asking all Rostrum members who will be attending to provide me with their name. I am also gathering names of all of the
students and their family and friends, etc.
If you know you will be attending – along with a spouse or partner or other family or friends, please let me know as soon as you
can but by Sunday June 16th 2019 at the very latest.
Please email your name and the names of others in your group (if applicable) to …. epa.herringe4@gmail.com
Einer Herringe
VOY Coordinator
Mobile 0439 080 547

Voice of Youth Past Winner Jessica Dempsey
Jessica won the SA Voice of Youth as a
junior in 1993 and as a senior in 1994.
Those members of Rostrum in SA who
heard her may remember part of her
short notice speech. She was talking about
helping her Grandfather in Darwin by
mowing his lawn. “Suddenly a snake appeared in front of me.” She paused then
continued “I did what any normal Australian girl would do. I ran it over”
Jessica was a joy to teach as she was so
bright in soaking up and processing information—while keeping her teachers on
their toes. She went on to study Astronomy at the University of NSW. Later she
became one of the first two Australian
female scientists to go to the South Pole,
where she worked at the American base.
She wintered over on her second stay and
operated the telescope which she decommissioned before she returned. Her work
at the South Pole was part of her research
for her PhD.
For many years Jessica has lived in Hawaii
on the Big Island where she has worked at
the observatory on Mauna Kea.

She has worked in submillimetre astronomy and has been involved in the development of instrumentation.

Jessica’s current task is to manage the
work of all the telescopes involved in the
Event Horizon Telescope (searching for
Black Holes) to make sure that the teleThose of you who watched Catalyst a few
scopes around the world, involved in the
weeks ago would have seen Jessica as she
project, are looking at the same part of
was the final Astronomer interviewed
the sky at the same time and collate the
about the work in discovering Black Holes.
data. They have to measure to an accuraShe is currently the Deputy Director of the cy of less than a human hair and within a
billionth of a second.
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT).
This telescope is the largest astronomical
telescope in the world designed specifical- Jess has not lost her sense of humour and
related how her telescope was at one
ly to operate in the submillimetre wavelength region of the spectrum. It is situat- time a little bit off, out of kilter. They
couldn’t work out why until they found a
ed on Mauna Kea, at an altitude of
4000m. Jessica leads the JCMT Key Project tiny squashed cockroach in a track. It was
enough to disrupt a 300 ton telescope.
on mapping the Galactic plane in transitions of the main tracer of molecular gas, Her language and powers of public speakCO. Three years ago she was awarded the ing are still as down to earth and clear as
Women Who Mean Business “Women to those of the girl who demonstrated in
Parliament House in the early 1990’s how
Watch" Award.
she disposed of that startled snake.
Public Speaking is still part of Jessica’s life
as she continues to speak to groups and,
in July 2017, she presented a paper at the
Fmn Maureen Bourke
School Colloquia Series at the Mauna Kea
Club 18
Melting Pot.
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SPEAKER OF THE YEAR COMPETITION 2019
APPLICATION FORM
NAME

……………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………………….…………

ADDRESS

…………………………………………………………………………………………...……………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………….…………..

OTHER CONTACT DETAILS
Club No.

………………………………………………………………………………………….…………………….

Phone (W)

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….

Phone (H)

……………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….

Mobile

……………………………………………………………………………………………….……………….

Fax

……………………………………………………………………………….……………………………….

Email

………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………….

DECLARATION
I have read and understood the Rules of the “SA/NT Speaker of the Year Competition”. These Rules are available
on Rostrum’s website. I agree to abide by these Rules and agree to my speeches being video recorded and possibly
distributed on DVD.
Please nominate preferred session time for Qualifying Final (Saturday 14 September) with an “X” in the appropriate
box below. We will attempt to meet with your preference, but this cannot be guaranteed.
AM

- or -

PM

SIGNATURE .………………………………………………………………….

DATE

/

/ 2019

When completed, this form is to be forwarded by Friday 23 August 2019 to:

barry.dixon@tafesa.edu.au
Or mail to

72 Goodwin Circuit, Golden Grove, SA 5125
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